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 It is the official remake of the Tamil romantic film Saamy (2012). The film has some common elements with historical Kannada film Ranna (1961) and Telugu film Amaravathi (1967), also produced by Rajesh Banga, and directed by T. Rajendra Rao. It received mixed to negative reviews from critics and became one of the biggest box-office flops of 2015. Cast Mahaakshay as Sanjay Ramya
Krishnan as Kamini / Suman Shanveer as Bobby Sayaji Shinde as V. S. Vennela Kishore as Sanjay's father Jeeva as Chandu Shruti Rohan Shah Sri Pallavi Brahmi Chandrashekhar Srinivasa Murthy M. S. Narayana Gundu Hanumanthu Dhammika Duvvasi Mohan Soundtrack Accolades References External links Category:Indian films Category:2015 films Category:2010s Hindi-language films

Category:2010s romance films Category:Indian romance films Category:Films scored by Shantanu Moitra Category:Hindi remakes of Kannada films Category:Films featuring an item numberQ: Upper half of gradient I have an image and would like to get the upper half of the gradient in the given image to use it as a mask for the image. I tried with the command: im1 = imread('gradient.png'); im2 =
rgb2gray(im1); grad1 = imgradient(im1); and then I tried with: magnitude1 = im1; magnitude2 = im1(:, :, 1); mag_mask = zeros(size(im1)); mag_mask = magnitude1>0 & magnitude2>0; This code works perfectly for a square and a rectangle but it doesn't work if the image has different size. It gives only part of the mask. How can I get the upper half of the gradient? A: You are missing the integral, if

you want to get a binary image you must use: mag_mask = magnitude1(:, :, 1)>0 82157476af
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